DOOR DETAIL

Top of Door

Case Fasteners
No. 10 GH, PH, W/S X 1.750 LG, (4 Req'd)
C-bore .750 DIA X .312 Deep for Spindle Clearance

Covers & Guides
(6 Req'd)
See Note 2

Bottom of Door
Finishing Floor Line

BOLT DETAIL

Left Hand Shown

Top Rod

Case

.187 THK Spacer

.250

99.500 Overall Length Extended

1.703

.952

52.375

8.750 Extended

3.000

1.500

4.375 Extended

.672

TO RETRACT

Bottom Rod

.531 Ovr'L

.937 TYP

1.875 TYP

8117-18
8' Cremone Bolt

Template No. Variations

Template No.

J127

©1991 by Baldwin Hardware Corporation

NOTES:

1. For strike details refer to template numbers A126, A129, and A131.
2. Supplied with 6 decorative guide covers. (2 not shown)
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